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Fig.1. The site tinted pink from google satellite image.
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Sherborne House, Historic Buildings Survey
1 - Introduction
In 2019 Keystone was commissioned to provide an historic buildings survey (in preference
to a Heritage Statement) of Sherborne House [Figs.1, 2, 3] to assist with discussions for its
redevelopment after a period of disuse and a change of ownership. The search for an effective
new use for the site since 1992, when it ceased to be a school, has generated a number
of investigations and reports, produced at different dates, on the building and excavation
archaeology in the grounds. This document aims to review that work and summarise the
history of the property and its setting and bring the results of past work together in one place.
There is a room-by-room gazetteer in volume 2
The house is owned by the Sherborne House Trust 2018, a charity registered in 2018,
number 1179440.
The objects of the charity are:
1 promoting, and advancing the education of the public in, the arts, in particular, but not
exclusively, by:
1.1 promoting and providing facilities for participation in the arts; and
1.2 fostering and promoting the improvement and development of artistic knowledge,
understanding and appreciation of the arts; and
2 restoring, preserving and maintaining, for the public benefit, Sherborne House, Sherborne,
Dorset, including the Thornhill mural, situated within Sherborne house.
Sherborne House is listed Grade 1 (the highest of the three listing grades) with a separately
listed Grade 2 coach house, Garde 2 south garden wall and Grade 2 north garden walls. It is on
the Historic England Buildings at Risk Register, Priority E. Priority E, the lowest of the register,
is described as ‘Under repair or in fair to good repair, but no user identified; or under threat of
vacancy with no obvious new user (applicable only to buildings capable of beneficial use)’.
The Sherborne Conservation Area is split into different character areas in the Conservation
Area Appraisal (first adopted 2007, updated 2016 or later). Sherborne House is the only Grade
1 building in the Newland, Long and Hound Streets area. It is identified as a key listed building
and described as a quality building and major landmark in distant views.
The below-ground archaeology of the site has been investigated at different times between
1997 and 2012. These projects were commissioned in connection with finding new uses for the
site both when it remained in the ownership of Dorset County Council following the closure
of the school and after 2008, when it was sold to Redcliffe Homes, who built 44 houses on the
north half of the north garden and on plots of land flanking the north half of the north garden.
There is a complicated history of planning applications on the site since 1997, summarised in
draft for the current owner in 2019 and noted later on in this document.

2 - Sources Used
The principal sources by Keystone for this document are, firstly, Kirsty Rodwell’s ‘The History
and Structural Development of Sherborne House, Sherborne, Dorset’. This is a very useful 2009
update of a 1997 report by the same author. The 2009 document predated some stripping
work in the house, examined by Context One in 2012. In 2012 there was a dendrochronology
exercise by Martin Bridge, funded by Historic England which successfully dated two phases
of building in the older part of the house: the stripped fabric was assessed as unsuitable for
dendro-dating.
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Fig.2. The main block of Sherborne House from the south-east.

Fig.3. The south front of the north-west wing which consists of a c. late 15th
century parlour wing (with later alterations) to right and a c.1720 purpose-built
kitchen to left.
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In 2014 an Addendum to Rodwell’s report was produced by Purcell covering what could be
found of the Context One’s work on the recording and analysis of fabric revealed by stripping.
The Purcell addendum seems to have pre-dated the results of the dendrochronology (report
dated 2014), or did not refer to it because the stripped fabric was assessed as unsuitable for
dating.
Secondly Keystone has made use of Shelagh Hill’s publication Sherborne House and its People,
1996. This was thoroughly researched and is full of historic information – mostly about the
owners and occupiers of the house – but provides no references to primary sources consulted,
apart from wills. There has not been time for Keystone to identify all the primary sources used
by Shelagh Hill but we have been able to discover some.
Thirdly, Katherine Barker generously gave Jo Cox a sight of her extensive archive of copies of
primary source material and a helpful discussion on knowledge and analysis of Sherborne
House’s history. Some of the material has been used for exhibition purposes in the past.

3 - Limitations of this Document
We have not provided a transcript of the extremely interesting and detailed room by room
inventory of 1726 or seen this in full. The original is held in the public archives at Kew (ref.
C107 126). We have used Kirsty Rodwell’s account of this document for its relationship to
existing rooms. Katherine Barker holds a photocopy and a transcript. The Sherborne House
Trust 2018 should acquire a copy of this document for its archive We have asked for a price
from Kew for providing a copy, but the turnaround for enquiries is slow and we have not yet
had a response. It might be possible for the client to obtain a copy of Katherine Barker’s copy.
There may be more material than we have seen in the Dorset History Centre. There may
also be additional material for the Digby period of ownership in the private Sherborne Castle
archives but there was no time to investigate this.

4 - The Setting
Sherborne is a market town sited on the north side of the Yeo valley in Dorset in the NE corner
of West Dorset District Council. It lies on the down slope of the Jurassic Inferior Oolite beds.
These beds produce a honey-coloured limestone with a fine texture, Sherborne stone, much
used in the historic buildings of the town. The wider landscape setting is defined as the The
Sherborne Hills Character Area.
The town has a long and relatively well-documented history. It was the Saxon capital of
Wessex and the seat of the Bishop of the diocese of Sherborne, founded in c.AD 705, the
mother diocese most of South West England in Saxon times before being subsumed into the
new Diocese of Salisbury after the Norman Conquest. The Benedictine Abbey was founded
in AD 998 and the town developed adjacent to it. By the early 12th century it was a sizeable
nucleated settlement which grew into a thriving market town. The Old Castle was built on the
south bank of the river Yeo in the early 12th century and by the early 13th Sherborne consisted
of two boroughs and two medieval market areas connected by Cheap Street, which runs N/S
down the valley slope. The town was a prosperous clothmaking town through the 15th century
into the 18th century. It is a rarity in preserving much of its late Saxon and medieval town plan
(DCC, Sherborne: Historic Urban Characterisation, 2011) and has a remarkably good survival of
historic buildings of different dates, many re-fronted.
Sherborne House is sited close to the town centre, north east of Cheap Street. It overlooks
the Yeo Valley [Fig.4] with the castle to its south and the heart of the town to its south west
with views of Sherborne Abbey from the house. The house faces a north-west/south-east road
of 13th century origins, called Newland, but formerly known as St Swithins Road and stands
behind a striking brick wall [Fig.5] with impressive gate piers. Newland links the upper, north
end of Cheap Street (where there was a market place) with Castleton.
Sherborne House K/915 May 2019 Revision Five, final report
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Fig.4. Top. The main block of the house enjoys spectacular views south down into the Yeo
Valley from the upstairs rooms. Houses fronting the road on the walled plot of ground
opposite were demolished between 1735 and 1803 on map evidence. The walled plot
(now public open space) was part of the Sherborne House property at least by the late
18th century: it is now in separate ownership.
Below. Views south-west from the house are interrupted by the prominent Waitrose
building.
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Fig.5. The main block of Sherborne House, the upper stories seen over a long red brick
buttressed wall with stone coping, has considerable presence in the Newland street scene and
as seen from the south.

5 - The Site as Part of a Medieval Borough
The house stands in a medieval borough created in the early 13th century on previously arable
land by Bishop Richard le Poure (sometimes known as Richard Poore) of Salisbury. Bishop Le
Poure was a builder and town planner. He helped plan the construction of Salisbury Cathedral
as a replacement for the old cathedral at Old Sarum as well as laying out the early 13th town of
Salisbury. The foundation of his planned borough in Sherborne is recorded in a charter dated
1227-8, shortly after he was appointed Bishop. It has been argued that this was a speculative
development ‘to develop a piece of real estate in Sherborne’ (DCC, 36) but perhaps he was
also interested in reviving a presence in Sherborne for Bishops of Salisbury. Nearly a century
earlier, Roger, Bishop of Salisbury (1107-39) had had a castle built in Sherborne, complete with
deer park (Sherborne Old Castle) from which to administer the western part of his diocese and
evidently for leisure in the traditional fashion of Bishops’ palaces. This property had reverted
to the crown by the date of the creation of Richard le Poure’s new borough but was eventually
returned to the Salisbury bishops in 1355.
Boroughs boosted the economy of a place to the advantage of both landlord and occupiers.
Administratively they provided occupiers with a measure of self government, granted them
privileges and established fair and market days to boost the economy. Physically they provided
long rear plots for agriculture and/or industry behind houses facing on to the street, the houses
often incorporating shops. The Newland borough was progressive: the burgesses held their
land by a fixed money rent rather than in lieu of service and were able to sell or mortgage their
plots. It had its own court for dealing with minor offences and the burgesses were their own
jurors (Fowler, 1951, 153). The location of the court, held in the open air at the site of a cross,
is known from documentation.
A number of parallel boundaries survive rear of the Newland houses and at right angles to
Newland and these are almost certainly aligned on ancient burgage plot boundaries [Fig.6].
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The west and east brick walls of the north garden of Sherborne House are clearly close in
date to the 1720s house but are probably on the alignment of early 13th century burgage plot
boundaries. Le Poure’s borough is described in detail in Joseph Fowler’s Medieval Sherborne,
published in 1951, pp.149-159, based on an early 14th century document held in the
Sherborne almshouse muniments. This cites the original borough charter. The largest of the
burgage plots were on the north side of Newland, where Sherborne House stands, extending
towards, but not as far as Cold Harbour Road. The charter locates elements of the borough
in relation to St Thomas’s chapel (sited at the west end of Newland) and the bishop’s barn.
Katherine Barker, an academic historical geographer and a local historian, considers that the
bishop’s barn was part of the site of Sherborne House, which appears to have been a double
burgage plot from an early date, i.e. this was a landlord’s property set within his borough. No
excavated evidence for substantial early medieval buildings has been found on the site.
Keystone understands that there has been no detailed study of the standing buildings
in Newland. However, a house of late 13th century origins (roof dated to 1297 by
dendrochronology) survives at No 101 Newland (to the SW of Sherborne House). The Manor
House, Sherborne House’s immediate neighbour to the east, is said to have 15th or 16th
century origins with its front oriel window possibly partly original.
Excavation projects from 1997 and 2012 concentrated most thoroughly on the north end of the
garden plot, proposed for a housing development. There has been excavation by trenching and
open area excavation. On the north part of the presumed burgage plot (no longer part of the
Sherborne House property) 13th century pits, part of a stone road or path surface associated
with a medieval wall and medieval pottery sherds were found. These included ‘West Dorset
Sandy Wares’, which have also been found at Sherborne Castle. Fragments of medieval roof
tile, including glazed ridge tile, indicated a medieval building on or near the site. Katherine
Barker reports oral history of the existence of a well north of the house and conduits (date
unknown) running towards the north side of the house (pers.comm.).
The combination of unusually good documentary evidence for the origins of the Newland
borough, along with legible burgage plot boundaries and surviving early standing structures
in the borough, makes the site of Sherborne House of especial interest for evidence of urban
planning that pre-dates the existing house by more than 400 years.

6
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Fig.6. A 1974 vertical aerial photograph clearly shows the survival of the classic borough
arrangement of long parallel plots at right angles to the road: the layout here originated in the
early 13th century.
The photograph also shows features on site from the period when the house and grounds were
part of Lord Digby’s School for girls. There was a science lab built in 1957 attached to the north
side of the house and a detached gymnasium alongside the west wall of the north garden. A
detached toilet block can be seen west of the main block of the house, linked to the north
wing by a covered way. The north garden is laid out as sports fields. OS 74088/v/115, taken on
30.05.1974. Crown copyright. Ordnance Survey, Licence Number AL 100016500.
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6 - Room Numbers Used in this Document

Ground floor

Fig.7. Room numbers
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First floor

Second floor
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7 - c.Late 15th Century to 1500
To date no documentation has been found for owners or occupiers of a house on the site
before the late 17th century. There is evidence in the standing building for a late medieval
house of high status on the site and one feature that could be early 15th century. In the rear
wing an oak doorway between G10 and G11 has deep chamfers and pegged joints [Fig.8]. The
doorhead has been cut off to provide additional height: presumably it had a Gothic arched or
shouldered head. Rodwell suggests that it might even be 14th century (2009, 17). Without
stripping the adjacent walls it is impossible to know whether this mutilated doorframe is in
original situ, although it would be illogical to move a doorframe and then cut off its head: it
would be more plausible to presume that a change in floor levels made it inconveniently low.
The room to its north, G11, appears to be pre-1720, with sockets for two phases of joists in the
cross beam, but the room has been extensively rebuilt and lost its upper floor.
In the east part of the rear wing (G10), dendro-dating has established that the ceiling timbers
from an intersecting moulded beamed ceiling [Fig.9] were converted from trees felled in
the period 1468-1500 (Bridge, 2014). A former partition between the west and east parts of
the ground floor of this wing has been removed. Opposed three-light stone windows with
transoms in this block could be contemporary with the moulded beams [Fig.10]. This part of
G10 was probably part of a storied wing with a ground floor parlour to a large house. Bridge
raised the possibility that the moulded ceiling timbers might be recycled (2014, 5). Keystone
could see no evidence to suggest that they are not in original situ. The moulded timbers are
high quality with carved bosses at the intersections including Tudor Roses. Katherine Barker
notes that a timber-framed house with a stone front in Long Street, Sherborne, Tudor Rose,
has a similar ceiling. This is a high status building in which a c.1500 mural of a bishop has been
found.
There is evidence for a taller stone range abutting this wing at the east and extending to south.
There is part of a stone rubble gable buried in the 1720s brick east wall of the house [Fig.11].
This is consistent with the evidence visible in room F5, where a small section of formerly
external roughcast is visible to the south of the chimney stack on the east wall. There is a
small section of drip ledge in this wall, indicating that the west end wall of the block was masswalled, not timber-framed [Fig.12].
The material evidence for a pre-Reformation house is for at least two ranges: the surviving
parlour range, a taller adjoining range at its east end with a masonry west wall. There may
have been more ranges of this house but the evidence has been lost. It is worth noting that
it is unlikely that even a courtyard plan house would have extended right down to Newland,
whereas burgage plot houses usually had a roadside frontage for commerce. This could
support Katherine Barker’s proposition that the medieval site was a landlord’s property,
perhaps a grange (pers.comm.). However, the earliest dateable fabric in the surviving house is
two centuries later than the creation of the borough and may have replaced an earlier building
complex elsewhere on the site.

10
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Fig.8. Mutilated medieval oak
doorway between G10 and G11.

Fig.9. The intersecting moulded beam ceiling to the east end of G10.
Dendrochronology has established that the timbers were felled between 1468 and
1500.
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Fig.10. Three-light transomed stone mullioned
window lighting G10: heavily repaired and reglazed but probably late 15th century in origin.

Fig.11. The west gable end of a tall building abutting
the north west range and incorporated in a c.1720
brick wall.

Fig.12. External roughcast and a drip ledge from the
tall building abutting the north west range can be seen
adjacent to the stack in room F08.
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8 - The ‘Tudor’ Timber-framed Crosswall
Alterations and repairs in 2011 removed some of the covering plaster from the east-west oakframed crosswall set less than 2m from the rear (north) wall of the 1720s house. The exposed
carpentry and other features were recorded and photographed by Context One Archaeological
Services in 2012 and identified as Tudor in date. As noted above, Martin Bridge assessed the
timbers as unsuitable for sampling for dendrochronology (Bridge, 2014, 3). In 2014 Aimee
Henderson for Purcell attempted an interpretation of the framed carpentry and the other
features based on the Context One measured drawings, photographs and notes (Purcell,
2014, 13-15). She reported that the archaeologists concluded that ‘the fabric of the partition
wall...corresponds to the age of the rear wing of the building and could indicate that this wing
extended further east than is existing. It could also indicate that the rear wing...was adjoined
to a three-storey build which has been lost (ibid., 13).
It would be remarkable if an earlier wall was incorporated into a smart early 18th century
mansion. However, there is actually more evidence to indicate the presence of a wall, framed
or otherwise, on the line of the ‘Tudor’ frame. This comes from the rendered masonry in the
recessed north end of the west wall, noted above, which suggests that the 1720s brickwork
was built up against it (see Gazetteer exterior description and room F08 east wall). This does
suggest the existence of a tall block, perhaps three storeys high.
However, this would make the ‘Tudor’ partition the south front of this block – the show front,
visible from the road. It does not appear as such. No obvious glazed window openings were
discovered by Context One. Moreover, the relatively close-studded upright timbers were not
built for display, as can be seen from other ‘Tudor’ buildings that survive in the town. The
studs were apparently designed to be clad with lath (or reed) and plaster. Late medieval, 16th
century or early 17th century external timber-framing was built for show and the infill was
placed between the studs. There is no evidence that there was ever any such infill here. In
short, the frame was designed to be clad with plaster.
The attribution of an early date to the framing is presumably based on the relatively generous
scantling of the timbers, but this is a smart and undoubtedly expensive 1720s house. Another
point to be considered is the use of pegged joints. While Keystone had limited access to the
partition the Context One drawn survey shows none. John Thorp is confident that the M-roof
recorded over the main block has some fixings (Purcell, 2014, Fig.6). Nevertheless, in those
places now available to examine the frame, no pegs could be found, unlike pre-1650 frames
where pegged mortise-and-tenon joints were relatively common.
Finally we come to the cladding of the oak frame. Two methods are employed which are
designed for a lime plaster finish. The use of riven laths laid horizontally and nailed to the
studs is the conventional form from the mid 17th century onwards. There is a rarer, but not
particularly uncommon alternative system using water reed laid horizontally and fixed in
place by vertical laths nailed on to the studs. This system is also sometimes used for ceilings,
in the same fashion. Both systems are used here as a backing for a plaster finish, but they do
not necessarily represent different building phases. Oak laths and water reed are sometimes
found together, e.g. at Cookhayes, Widworthy in east Devon, which is a less ambitious gentry
mansion built for Robert Marwood in 1702.
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The conventional finish at this time was to cover such a base with mud plaster mixed with
either cow hair or straw (a bonding which reduced cracking) to be finished with a skim of lime
plaster. The base coat and finish do not represent different phases.
In short, Keystone considers the frame to date from the 1720s. The openings with turned
grilles also date from this time – see Gazetteer, G07.
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9 - The 17th Century
Dendrochronology has established a felling date of 1671 for the plainer ceiling beams
(chamfered with runout nick stops) in the west end of G10 [Fig.13] and for the tie beams of the
roof over this north west wing. As Bridge notes, this corrects Rodwell, who considered that
the plainer beams were contemporary with the moulded beams, but represented a room of
lesser status. There are moulded stone windows of 17th century character on the first floor of
both elevations of this range. While the west part of G10 might be an addition, it could equally
be a rebuilding of pre 17th century fabric.
The neighbouring property to the west, the east wing only being part of the present (2019)
Sherborne House property, is 17th century in character with mullioned windows and
appears to have been purpose-built as a large stable for the house [Fig.14]. Rodwell makes
comparisons with the large late 17th century stable block at Wimborne St Giles and the riding
house at Wolfeton House, Charminster (Rodwell, 2009, 21-22). The building was later adapted
as housing and workshops and then as a literary institute in the 1850s, its east wing remaining
part of the Sherborne House property.
The Dorset Hearth Tax Assessments for 1662-1664 do not identify properties by name, but
lists those paying the tax against the number of hearths in their buildings. The house with
the largest number of hearths identified in the ‘Borough of Newland and Castle Towne’ had
eight hearths (tax paid by Leonard Bunter). Two other individuals: Peter Hoskyns, gent. and
Mr Kelloway, were paying on seven hearths (Meekings, 1951). None of these three individuals
listed has, so far, been linked to Sherborne House, nor have any of the others named paying
on fewer hearths but presumably one of the named individuals was paying tax on the house.
One of the buildings was the new Castle. Seven or eight hearths suggests a substantial house,
although large 17th century mansions could have twice as many.
The 17th century stable phase may have been undertaken for John Jeffrey and his wife,
Elizabeth, who sold the house in 1679 (Hill, 1996, 2), or perhaps for George Keate, who owned
the house from 1679 to 1698. Keate was a Justice of the Peace (Hill, 1996, 2). Keates’s will left
his ‘dwelling house in Sherborne with all the Gardens Orchards Outhouses and appurtenances’
and all his furniture, to his daughter, Elizabeth and her husband, John Abington of Over
Compton (National Archives, Kew, PROB-11-449-434). In 1720, Elizabeth, widowed in 1703,
and her eldest son, George Abington, sold the property to Sir Henry Portman of Bryanston for
£1155. The indenture of sale gives a glimpse of the ancillary buildings to the house:
‘All that capital Messuage or Dwelling House and all that parcel of Ground inclosed with a Stone
Wall wherein the said capitall Messuage or Dwelling House standeth containing by estimation
Six Acres (be the same more or less) And also that plot of Ground where a Dovehouse did
formerly stand and is used for Gardens Orchards and Backsides to the said capital Messuage.
And all those outhouses adjoining to the said inclosed Ground on the West Side thereof
heretofore used for Malting Houses formerly used for Dwelling Houses And also the Barn
Stable Brewhouse Coachhouse and Backside thereunto adjoining’ (Dorset History Centre, D/
SHC/KG/1901b).
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Fig.13. The plainer beams in G10, chamfered with runout nick
stops, seen looking west beyond the moulded beams. These
have a likely felling date of 1671.

Fig.14. The central range of the former stable block seen from Newland. The 2019
Sherborne House part of the property, a former coach house in the east wing , lies to
the right (east) of the gatepier.
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10 - The 1720s House
The Owner
In 1690 Sir Henry Seymour Portman (c.1637-1728), for whom the c.1720 house was built,
inherited considerable property, including Orchard Portman, near Taunton in Somerset and
Bryanston, just outside Blandford Forum in Dorset, from his from his cousin, Sir William
Portman, who died without heirs.
Portman was a High Tory politician, representing various constituencies in Cornwall and
Somerset during his political career. He must have spent much of his time in London. In 1691,
shortly after inheriting, he married an heiress, Penelope Haslewood. This marriage did not
produce any heirs. According to the history of parliament online after he was widowed he
caused something of a stir in 1714 when, aged in his eighties, he married a girl of 14, over
60 years his junior. Meliora Fitch a ‘beauty who has for her fortune £1,500’, though Portman
was himself described as ‘a gentleman of considerable fortune’ and was probably marrying
her for heirs, rather than fortune (www.historyofparliamentonline.org/.../member/seymourhenry-1637-1728).
In the second edition (1815) of Hutchins’ History and Antiquities of Dorset (corrected,
augmented and improved by Richard Gough Esq. and John Bowyer-Nichol) it was written that
Sherborne House was built about 1720. Hutchins also states that Portman intended the house
‘only as a half way house between his Dorset and his Somerset estates; and that when he
afterwards proposed to give it to his lady for her residence after his decease, she refused to
accept for her jointure what was at first designed to be an inn, i.e. an occasional resting place
between Bryanston and Orchard’ (Hutchins, Vol. IV, 282). If this is correct, the house was very
ambitious for a stopover.
The Architect: Benjamin Bastard
The design of Sherborne House has been attributed to Benjamin Bastard on the strength of
Hutchins’ comment, ‘the architect was a Mr Bastard of Sherborne’ (Vol. IV, 1815, 282) and on
its style.
Members of the Bastard family of architect craftsmen, particularly Thomas, John and William,
three of the sons of Thomas Bastard (d.1720), are best-known for their work in Blandford
Forum, where the core of the family was based, in particular for their contribution in rebuilding
the town after the fire of 1731.
Benjamin Bastard, c.1698-1772 was the fifth son of Thomas. In 1712 he was apprenticed to
the Oxford architect/mason, William Townesend. Townesend is described by the architectural
historian, Howard Colvin, as having had a hand in nearly every building erected at the
University between 1720 and 1740, sometimes as the contractor for other people’s designs
and sometimes as a designer on his own account. Apprenticeship in Oxford would have
acquainted Benjamin with a wide variety of styles in addition to his familiarity with his elder
brothers’ work. This is in what is judged to be a ‘provincial’ style, combining elements of
Baroque and more severe Palladianism - the style of Sherborne House - and is thought to
have been influenced by the gentleman architect, Thomas Archer, living only 20 miles away
from Blandford Forum and designing in a continental baroque style (e.g. the north front
of Chatsworth House). The Bastards of Blandford Forum are assessed by Colvin as having
produced ‘a number of handsome buildings mostly designed in a vernacular baroque style of
considerable merit though no great sophistication’ (Colvin, 1995, 109)
Benjamin returned to Dorset from Oxford and settled in Sherborne, marrying a wife from
the town. As with his Blandford Forum brothers’ work, few buildings can be unambiguously
attributed to him on the basis of primary sources. It seems certain, however, that he worked
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extensively in Sherborne. He acquired property in the town: the Antelope Inn (his own
house and joiner’s workshop were adjacent), the New Inn and a freehold estate at Oborne.
His will refers to his substantial library, mathematical instruments, paintings and a cellar
of wine (Dorset History Centre, D/GRO/A/1). He is known to have re-fronted the old Shire
Hall in Dorchester in 1753-54, (subsequently rebuilt) and supplied furniture for the Grand
Jury Room there; the west tower of West Coker was heightened under his direction (1765)
and a monument in Wells cathedral cloisters (1749) is signed by him, proving that he was
a monumental sculptor as well as an architect. He is known to have worked for the Digby
family, owners of the Sherborne Castle site, including working on Sherborne town hall and
he provided them with plans for stables (perhaps the stables at the castle, dated 1759, listed
Grade 2*). Benjamin Bastard was only in his twenties when Sherborne House was built and,
as Colvin implies, might have been working with or for his Blandford Forum brothers (Colvin,
1995, 110).
The Architecture
The style of the house combines a severe classical Palladian exterior with an interior that mixes
Baroque and Palladian finishes. See the gazetteer, volume 2 for details.
Site The house is set in a large plot of ground. The south-facing three-storey house is set back
behind the south boundary of the property, allowing for a garden and/or forecourt area in
front. A tall south boundary wall provides privacy for the ground floor rooms while giving the
south front presence in the urban setting: this wall is presumed to be contemporary with the
house but the centre section may be later.
A print of c.1820 shows a distinct apron or platform in front of the house, the ground
apparently dropping down to west from this platform [Fig.15). There is a substantial east/west
drain visible in both cellars which runs under the house which continues to the south west.
The platform and drain suggests careful consideration of the site of the new house.
The north garden has been truncated for a 21st century development by Redcliffe Homes,
but what remains is a large plot of land, flanked by smart, tall brick walls with moulded stone
coping. During archaeological monitoring by Context One Archaeological Services between
2011 and 2012 a well-built vaulted stone subterranean structure was found (1064) on the
portion of the garden that has since been redeveloped by Redcliffe Homes. Context One
proposed a medieval or early post-medieval date for the structure, on the grounds that it
contained no brickwork. A lead pipe, thought perhaps to be later, was recorded cutting
through the west of the south wall. They proposed that the structure was the cellar of a
building, but noted that there was no map evidence for a building in the location. Keystone
suggests that this structure (presumably destroyed during redevelopment of the ground) is
most likely to have been an early 18th century ice house for Portman’s new house [Fig.16].
Before refrigeration ice-houses provided superior houses, for those who could afford it, with
ice for extending the storage of perishable foodstuffs, for iced drinks and for deserts. Ice
houses needed drainage as the ice slowly melted.
Little is known about the 1720s gardens. Robert Hogg, a gardener, was,unusually, mentioned
in Portman’s 1726 will (Hill, 1996, 20). Two 1730s maps of Sherborne, both by John Ladd,
show a curious irregular semi-circle fronting Newland to south of the house: this might
be a representation of a garden feature. A small garden building survives with features
characteristic of the early 18th century. This is associated structurally with the west wall of the
garden, north of the house, where the garden widens. The garden building has a modest north
‘show front’ with some architectural pretension [Fig.17]. Its ground or semi-basement level
is accessed from the adjacent stables property. These elements, along with some excavated
evidence analysed as 1720s landscaping (much probably destroyed from levelling for sports
facilities in the period when Sherborne House was a school) all indicate a large and valued
garden on the site in the early 18th century.
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Fig.15. An undated print, c.1820, shows what appears to be a building platform extending
south from the house and dropping away to west. This is the earliest image of the house found
to date and shows the south front much as it is today. The carved arms in the pediment of the
central bay appear in two later photographs, the latest of 1904 but have been lost since. They
are said to have been the arms of Portman and Wyndham. Dorset History Centre, S87C 18/1/2.
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Fig.16. A structure found during archaeological excavation in the
north half of the north garden, and since lost to development.
Identified as a probable ‘cellar’ when found, it seems likely from
its form and from a pipe through its west wall to have been an
18th century ice house. Context One, 2015, Plate 7.

Fig.17. The garden building its front
elevation facing north in the Sherborne
House garden, its south elevation
accessible only from the property
to the west. It is built up against the
west wall of the garden to north of
the house. Although not mentioned in
the list description (which carries no
legal weight), its north and east walls
should be assumed to be listed Grade
2 as it is attached to and clearly coeval
with the listed garden wall.
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The stable block and site of ancillary buildings to the west are now a separate property. With
the exception of the south east wing, this building complex seems always to have been walled
off from the house plot, with a separate entrance from Newland.
Materials The exterior walls are rendered Sherborne stone with Ham hill dressings. Part of
the west wall, abutting the older part of the house, is red brick with a diaper pattern in burnt
headers. There is a slate roof concealed behind a parapet. The older north-west wing is stone
rubble.
Plan The principal 1720s block is three rooms wide with a deep plan. There are three rooms
facing east and the house is two rooms deep in the centre. A large entrance hall occupies the
ground floor centre. This connects to the principal stair hall on the east side in the centre,
giving access to the first floor only, with a back stairs stair cell behind. On the west side there
is only one primary room with a smaller room to north. The rest of the plan in the north west
corner is taken up with the retained parlour wing of the earlier house, aligned west-east and
repurposed as services. There is a large purpose-built kitchen of the 1720s added to the west
end of this wing.
Exterior The south and east walls of the exterior are well-preserved Palladian elevations [see
Fig.2]. The symmetrical south front little altered since the earliest image found to date, an
engraving of c.1820, apart from missing the carved arms in the pediment [see Fig.15]. This
is shown in images up to and including 1904 and is said to show the arms of Portman and
Wyndham. The west elevation has had some school-era window alterations, but these have
been sympathetic in style. Crown glass survives in some of the windows. The spectacularly
large 1720s double chimney shaft to the stack serving the c.1720 kitchen (G12) survived into
the school era but has been demolished [Fig.18]. The north elevation, now largely hidden
externally by a 21st century addition is surprisingly short of primary openings. Although
north-facing, it overlooks what was a luxuriously large garden for a town house, with evidence,
documentary and from excavation of attention paid to gardening from the outset (the
reference to the garden and a named gardener in Portman’s will of 1726, evidence of gardening
found from excavation). It has four blind windows: one on the two lower floors and two on
the second floor. This has kept north light out of spaces on the north side of the house. The
stairhall painting is known to have been unfinished in 1726, when Portman made his will. The
design of the north wall does raise the question of whether a rear wing was intended, but not
built. This cannot be proved but might explain the unexpected absence of north elevation
windows. The north wall is now internal and largely concealed behind a very large glass and
steel 21st century stair/lift projection on the north elevation designed by Purcell Miller Tritton
[Fig.19]. The north west wing, as one might expect for a range of early date has windows of a
mixture of dates, including preserving pre-1720s windows.
Interior A 1726 inventory provides information on how the rooms were used and furnished
at that date. Some were named according to the colours of their furnishings: ‘the purple
chamber’ (F04); ‘the yellow damask room’ (S03). To west of the entrance hall the ‘best
parlour’ was furnished as a dining room (G01). There was easy access to and from the
purpose- built 1720s kitchen, and probably a covered way along the front of the c.late 15th
parlour wing to the kitchen. Presumably the small room at the north end (G04) was a servery.
There was a drawing room east of the entrance hall with chairs and a settee (G03). The
location of two other ground floor rooms: a ‘common parlour’ with two windows and Mr
Portman’s bed chamber, which had a closet and servant’s room adjoining, is not known for
certain: Rodwell wondered whether these were in a (lost) rear wing. Barker considers that the
common parlour was G04 (Keystone prefers a servery function, although this is not noted in
the inventory) and suggests that Portman’s bed chamber, servant’s room and closet occupied
the north east corner (G07) of the existing house, although this area has only a single window
(facing east). F01, F02 (front portion) and F03 were bed chambers, as were S03, S04 and S05.
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Fig.18. A postcard of ‘Lord Digby’s,
Sherborne’ shows the massive pair of
c.1720 kitchen chimney shafts on the
gable end of the kitchen. Keystone
has not discovered when these were
demolished, presumably either
1930 or later during the school era.
The postcard also shows the coach
house, to left.
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Fig.19. The 21st century stair cell and lift projection, designed by Niall
Phillips (planning permission granted in 1997/8) on the north wall of the
house.
The panelling on the north wall of S03 indicates a primary position for a bed. S06 was a library,
and retains a remnant of shelving on its west wall.
The old rear wing was a servants’ hall and steward’s room (G10) with, on the first floor, a
housekeeper’s room and chamber over the steward’s room (F08) and two further bedchambers
in the attic (the attic floor has been removed). There was a larder, pantry (G11?) and cellars
(B03,4) associated with the 1720 kitchen (G12) and three rooms over the kitchen (in a repartioned area, F09-F14).
Rodwell wondered whether the existing ceiling were primary. These are plain, with a variety
of designs of ceiling rose. The Bastards were interior decorators as well as builder/architects.
Their house in Blandford Forum, built after the 1731 fire, included a room showcasing their
skills in finishing interiors. This room has elaborate plaster ceilings in a loosely rococo style
[Fig.20]. No doubt it illustrated their most elaborate and expensive work but does raise the
question of whether Sherborne House also had ornamental plaster ceilings which have been
lost. Although Rodwell considered the ceiling roses to be 19th century, John Thorp of Keystone
considers that at least one is early 18th century on the basis of examples elsewhere [Fig.21].
This suggests that at this house the finish was to be joiners’ work of panelling, with a coup de
theatre painted stairhall, providing an interior that is very consistent in character, and a finish
which contributed to the warmth of the house throughout, including the bedrooms on the first
and second floors as well as the principal rooms [Fig.22].
The 1720s interior is remarkably intact, especially considering institutional use as a school from
1930-1992, preserving a large proportion of its extensive original panelling and box cornices,
found in nearly every room. Some room partitions were lost in adaptations for school use in
c.1930, nearly all the rooms have been re-floored and most of the chimney-pieces are early
20th century. However, the survival of fittings and detail is surprising: these include some
original chimneypieces, doors, original hinges to shutters and doors and a couple of examples
of original door furniture. There is extensive evidence of paint layers on the panelling and, as
Rodwell notes, potential for discovering original colour schemes. Later painted decoration on
hessian was also noted by Keystone.
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Fig.20. A detail of the Bastard brothers’ ornamental plasterwork showcased in their post-1731
house at Blandford Forum.

Fig.21. A ceiling rose in G01 (left) compared with one in Topsham, Devon, the house dated to
1720 on a rainwater head.
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Fig.22. Room S03, looking west, illustrating the panelling that characterises the 1720s interior
on all three floors. This room retains its original chimneypiece and a walk-in closet. The
panelling is adapted for a bed position on the north wall. According to Rodwell, this room can
be identified as ‘the wrought room’ (presumably including embroidered textiles) in the 1726
inventory (2009, 24).
The Stairhall
The stair hall (G05, F05) with mural and ceiling painting by Sir James Thornhill, is a highly
significant element of the building. The attribution to Thornhill is on the basis of a reference in
Hutchins and on stylistic grounds.
Shelagh M Hill’s publication on Sherborne House refers to Henry Seymour Portman’s will, made
in 1726, two years before his death, in which he instructed his executors to use the interest
of his estate for ‘the repairs of my said Mansion House and Gardens at Sherborne...and for
painting the staircase’ (Hill, 1996, presumably based on Portman’s will, National Archives,
Kew C 107/126). From this it would seem that the stairhall was not painted, or perhaps not
completed by Thornhill until after 1726, only a couple of years before Portman’s death.
Sir James Thornhill c.1675-1734, was a nationally-successful Dorset-born painter, best known
for his grand schemes with allegorical historical subjects in the baroque style in the Painted
Hall, Greenwich Hospital (1708–27) and eight scenes on the dome of St Paul’s Cathedral
(1715–19). He specialised in the ceilings and stairs of country houses and palaces including at
Hampton Court, Blenheim, and Chatsworth, but he also worked on smaller buildings including
the building now known as Elmodesham House in Amersham in 1729 where several of the
painted scenes have been identified as by his assistants by Sir Oliver Millar, when Millar was
Keeper of the Queen’s Pictures (https://amershammuseum.org/.../17th-18th-centuries/sirjames-thornhill citing a 2013 article by Michael Brooks). Many of his clients, unlike Henry
Seymour Portman, were Whigs. He was favoured by Queen Ann. In 1718 King George I
appointed him Court Painter and in 1722 Sergeant Painter to the Sovereign when he was also
knighted. He became MP for Melcombe Regis in the same year (by which date Henry Seymour
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Portman had been unseated as an MP). He was appointed one of the Commissioners for the
rebuilding of Blandford Forum after the 1731 fire and must have known the Bastard brothers
from this.
Thornhill produced murals in four Dorset houses: only his work at Sherborne House and at
Charborough House in Morden, SW of Sherborne, survives. At Charborough he painted the
stair hall, an addition to an earlier house, in 1718 for General Thomas Erle. The stair hall is
at right angles to the entrance hall, as at Sherborne and there are close parallels between it
and the Sherborne House stairhall, which is slightly plainer [Fig.23]. Erle, a Whig, overlapped
with Portman in parliament as MP for Wareham. Charborough was less than ten miles from
Portman’s property at Bryanston and a neighbourly connection between Portman and Erle may
have brought Thornhill the later commission at Sherborne House.
The Calydonian boar story was chosen as the subject matter for the stairhall. The story of
the Calydonian boar hunt was popular in antiquity in many versions and retold in Ovid’s
Metamorphoses. When King Oeneus of Calydon failed to honor the goddess Diana/Artemis
with offerings, she released a terrifying boar on his land. The king’s son, Meleager, assembled a
group of renowned warriors to slay the beast. Several of the huntsmen were killed or maimed
before Meleager finally defeated the boar. He presented its head as a trophy to his beloved,
the huntress Atalanta, who was also involved in the hunt. There are numerous antique
depictions of the hunt. One of the best-known modern versions is by Rubens, 1611-12 in the
Getty Collection.
The choice of a boar hunt as subject matter for the paintings is not properly understood
by Keystone. As the best- known classical myth of a boar hunt it might simply refer to the
Portman family’s enthusiasm for hunting. The subject matter provided an ideal opportunity
for numerous depictions of the hunting dog, the Talbot, then the Portman family crest. Talbots
are represented not only decoratively on the end of each stair tread but naturalistically in the
various boar hunt scenes on the walls and ceiling. The symbolism of a monster heroically slain
by a band of heroes might include an element of political allegory. IFAC, who conserved the
painted decoration in (2008, no page numbers), refer (without a source) to a suggestion that
the hunt might relate to the 17th century Sir William Portman’s involvement in the capture
of the Duke of Monmouth, who had led a rebellion against James II in 1685. This is plausible.
The subject matter might be more personal to Henry Seymour Portman. As a high church
Tory MP, representing various west country places from 1679-1718, Portman was counted
as one of the ‘worthy patriots’ who in the first session of the 1710 Parliament, detected the
mismanagements of the previous administration (history of parliament on-line).
The complexity and colour of the stairhall decoration rises from chiaroscuro scenes on the
ground floor to elaborate coloured representational panels on the upper floor with a dizzying
baroque representation of Diana/Artemis, with a retinue, on the ceiling, hunting under a blue
sky [Fig 24].
There are appealing links between the design of the staircase and that of the painting. The
relationship of two and three dimensions is playful. Skilful trompe l’oeil elements: classical
egg and dart cornices and acanthus leaf borders to some of the scenes, give the impression of
three dimensions to the flat walls of the stair hall, e.g. apparently sculpted putti, spilling out of
framed recesses. The repeated motif of the Talbot is mentioned above. The carved acanthus
leaves that frame the inlaid Talbots on the ends of the stair treads relate to the trompe l’oeil
acanthus framing painted scenes. The fluted newel posts of the staircase repeat, in miniature,
the fluting of the painted Corinthian columns that frame the upper floor scenes. There must
have been close coordination between Thornhill and the staircase designer, unless Thornhill
(who also undertook work as an architect) designed both.
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Fig.23. Top left. The staircase at
Charborough, painted by Thornhill
in 1718 (Historic England).
Charborough is less than ten miles
from Portman’s Bryanston estate.
There are similarities between the
Charborough stair and stairhall
and the Sherborne House stairhall
(top right and left), although
Charborough is more lavish.
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Fig.24. The stairhall ceiling showing Artemis/Diana hunting. The entry on Sherborne House in
Hutchins notes: ‘The staircase was said to be painted by Sir James Thornhill, but is not very
remarkable, either for the beauty of the painting, or the elegance of the design’ (Hutchins, 3rd
edn. 1861-74, vol.IV, 282).
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11 - 1728-1816
Following Sir Henry Seymour Portman’s death in 1728, Sherborne House passed to his great
nephew, Francis Seymour Esq. He is described as ‘of Sherborne House, Dorset’ in the online
history of Parliament , so it seems that he lived in the house.
The John Ladd maps
During Francis Seymour’s period of ownership/occupancy two maps of Sherborne were
made by John Ladd, one in 1733 and one in 1735. Both show Sherborne House, with minor
alterations between the two. Both maps are frustrating as documents, combining obvious
inaccuracies with elements that may be reliable since there is some material evidence to
support them.
A version of the 1735 map, dated 1802, was published in Hutchins 2nd edn. (1815, vol.4.,
opposite p.75) [Fig.25]. It is presented in Hutchins as ‘1802 from a plan of Sherborne taken
from actual survey by J Ladd 1735’. It purports to show not only houses existing in 1802,
but also represents houses demolished between 1735 and 1802 – these are stippled. This
does give it credibility as a map. However, for the Sherborne House site, it is confusing.
For example, the north-west wing, which we know to have been in place, is not correctly
represented in relation to the main block of the house and the relationship between the house
and stable block is incorrect.
Sherborne House is shown with east and west wings of unequal length set back from the front
of the house and a wing at the rear (north), aligned east west. Rodwell notes that there is no
mention of the wings in the very detailed 1726 room-by-room inventory. By c.1820, the date
of an engraving of the house [see Fig.15] no front wings are shown and by the date of the 1834
map of Sherborne by Edward Percy [see Fig.27] the house had clearly assumed its existing
plan. Rodwell also notes that no evidence for footings for the wings was discovered during
limited archaeological trenching to establish the security of the ground for scaffolding. This
took place in 2005. However, evidence of blocked sockets on the east wall of the house could
represent the roofline of a lost east wing. The sockets cut across the recess of a blind window,
suggesting that any structure here was not designed as part of the primary 1720s build, but an
addition. External masonry repairs in 2011-2012 have obscured any evidence, if it existed, of
a structure attached to the west wall of the house. The unequal length of the wings as shown
makes it unlikely that they were part of a symmetrical design with end pavilions, as might be
found in a Palladian house. Rodwell, while wondering if the Ladd plan of the house may be
a cartographers’ mistake, suggests that the front ‘wings’ might have been lightly constructed
garden features: ‘arcaded loggias constructed as adjuncts to a formal garden layout; these may
have been essentially timber structures’ (2009, 25).
Other elements on the map are accurate, or have some support from material evidence. The
garden building associated with the west garden wall, noted above, is shown, in spite of this
being very small. Ladd shows the south wall of the property in two sections, with a curious
semi-circle, drawn with a wavy line, projecting north, between. Keystone does not understand
what this is supposed to represent. The existing south wall, which is continuous along the
Newland frontage, has a distinct kink towards the middle, an interruption of the buttresses,
and anomalies in the width of the bays between the buttresses, suggesting that it may be a
two-phase structure, the centre portion built after 1735 [Fig.26].
Francis Seymour Esq. died in 1761. In a codicil to his will he left his residuary estate to
his daughter and not to his son. This was contrary to the terms of his own inheritance, in
which the estate was entailed to male heirs. According to Hill, it was not until 1788 that the
inheritance was sorted out in law, and Henry Seymour (1729-1807), the son of Francis became
the owner of Sherborne House (Hill, 1996, 23-25). He was then living in France with his second
wife. He left France during the French Revolution and returned to England to live in Bath,
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Fig.25. The Ladd map of 1735 published in Hutchins, 2nd edn. 1815, vol.4 opp.p.75.
Sherborne House site tinted pink by Keystone. The text reads ‘1802 from a plan of
Sherborne taken from actual survey by J Ladd 1735, and now in the possession of the
Governors of the Almshouse House’. No 19 on the key is ‘Sherborne House late Mr
Seymour’s’.

Fig.26. Anomalies in the construction of the south wall of the property suggest that
the central portion may have built later than the sections to west and east, as the
Ladd map of 1735 seems to support. This photograph shows the distinct kink to
north in the wall. The bays between the buttresses are not regular in size.
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and probably never lived at Sherborne House. Presumably it was rented out. The Land Tax
Assessments for Newland Borough in 1798 show five separate properties owned by H Seymour
Esquire, ‘Warwick’ occupying three of them. One of the three generated the highest Land
Tax in the borough, a massive £5 8s 6d. An Abstract of title of the same year (Dorset History
Centre, D/SHC/KG/1905) shows that the ‘mansion house’ was then occupied by a spinster,
Esther Warwick. In 1798 Sherborne House was advertised for sale by auction described as:
‘A large free-stone Mansion House, handsomely built, with roomy, commodious apartments,
exceeding good offices of all kinds, granary, coach-houses, and stabling for 30 horses, with
rooms over them etc. and about five acres of pleasure ground, and good gardens adjoining,
fenced with a high brick wall, well planted with fruit trees, in high bearing. The premises stand
in a high dry, healthy situation’ (Bath Chronicle and Weekly Gazette, 29.03.1798).
In December of the same year household goods at Sherborne House were advertised for sale.
These included kitchen furniture, including a wind-up kitchen jack and evidence of musical
tastes: two harpsichords and a spinnet (Hill, 1996, 27).
In 1799 James Toogood, a wealthy farmer, leased the property for a peppercorn rent. Hill
suggests that this was done while an indenture was drawn up for absolute purchase. The lease
referred to
‘All that Capital Mansion House with the Gardens to the same adjoining and belonging Courts
Yards Stables Coach Houses Granary offices and Buildings to the same also adjoining lying and
being within the Borough of Newland in the Town of Sherborne (Hill, 1996, 27).
The 1799 sale to Toogood, for £2,900, included the acre of pasture land opposite as well as 27
acres of agricultural land and a tenement called the Golden Ball (Hill,1996, 27). Hill does not
give any information about whether James Toogood lived at Sherborne House or rented it out.
He died in 1816, leaving his estate to his brother Charles. In the same year Sherborne House
was sold for £2,000 to Edward, 2nd Earl Digby of Sherborne Castle, the major local landowner.
It was then rented out including occasional sub-letting, until 1931.

12 - 1816-1931
Occupied on a series of relatively short leases from the 2nd Earl and his successors from 1816
to 1931, Sherborne House survived relatively intact. Short-term tenants were unlikely to invest
in major changes whereas an owner-occupier would have been more likely to make alterations.
Hill lists a series of Digby tenants of Sherborne House. From 1824 the tenant was a Samuel
Pretor, a successful banker and capitalist, paying £72 p.a. Pretor had a seven-year lease but
this was renewed until about 1850 (Hill, 1996, 37). He was at home at Sherborne House for
the 1841 Census with his wife, four children and two male and two female servants. During
his occupancy a map of Sherborne by Edward Thomas Percy, accompanied by a terrier, was
produced (Dorset History Centre, Ph.767/1-2). The Percy map shows the lateral wings of the
Ladd map gone and carefully landscaped gardens around the house planted with stands of
trees [Fig.27] The north end of the garden was walled off as a kitchen garden divided into
plots, the dividing wall prettily-curved to the south in the centre. The accompanying terrier
identifies map number 224 as ‘Sherborne House, Pleasure Ground, Garden, stables ect.’ The
stables, tinted grey to indicate non-domestic use, were the front of the east wing of the former
stable block to west. By this date the main block of the 17th century stables (221 and 222) had
been converted to dwelling houses and workshops and were in , was in separate occupancy.
The 1842 tithe map omits Sherborne House: it only covers portions of the town, presumably
much of it was not tithed.
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Fig.27. Extract from a copy of an 1834 map of Sherborne by Edward Thomas
Percy. The accompanying terrier states that number 224 is owned Earl Digby and
occupied by Samuel Pretor Esq. It is described as ‘Sherborne House; Pleasure
Ground; Stables etc.’ The Dorset History Centre, Ph.767/1-2. The Dorset History
Centre has no information about the original map.
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The Macready Family 1850-1860
Sherborne House is associated with the great Victorian actor/manager, William Charles
Macready, who decided to retire to the town after a successful career of 40 years on the stage,
specialising in Shakespeare. He signed a lease on Sherborne House in 1850. His presence
in the town brought great cultural figures of Victorian England, Thackeray and Dickens, to
Sherborne to visit their friend.
Macready was attracted by the town but even more so by the relatively modest rent, £50 per
annum, for the house and garden. He had eight surviving children in 1850 and planned for his
younger boys to attend Sherborne School.
Macready employed the Plymouth architect George Wightwick to ‘prepare’ the house for
him (Pollock, 1875, 676). Wightwick was a multi-talented individual, whose 1846 Hints to
Young Architects went through multiple editions (1847, 1860, 1875 and 1880). He was also an
enthusiastic amateur dramatic performer, the author of dramas and a huge fan of Macready.
There is little evidence left of what Wightwick did to Sherborne House, apart from the
likelihood of his having installed some of the surviving c.mid 19th cast iron fireplaces and fire
baskets.
Macready’s friend, Sir Frederick Pollock, edited Macready’s Reminiscences and Selections
from his Diaries and Letters, published in 1875. This includes some descriptive information
about how the house and gardens were used Macready’s time. Readings were given to
invited audiences both in the ground floor entrance hall (G02) and, for smaller gatherings,
in Macready’s library (G03). The loss of primary panelling in this room might have been a
Wightwick intervention to accommodate Macready’s book cases. The ground floor room on
the west, close to the purpose-built kitchen, was used as a dining room, probably a continued
use since the house was first built. The family used the late medieval parlour (G10) as a private
sitting room. Pollock writes that this was ‘a quaint apartment...which went familiarly under
the name of the “salle.” It had been elevated from baser domestic uses to the rank of a family
sitting room, under Wightwick’s hands, and was the habitual abiding place for the younger
members of the household’ (Pollock, 1875, 681).
Macready took an interest in the Sherborne Literary Institute and became its president. Hill
reports that when the Institute was looking for new premises, Macready suggested the building
next to Sherborne House to west, the former stables, owned by Lord Digby (Hill, 1996, 43).
The Literary Institute was installed here in 1854. It was described in a newspaper report of its
opening as having a lecture theatre that could accommodate 250-300, classrooms and a house
for the secretary, and it had central heating. It is rather puzzling that the report refers to these
premises being ‘entirely new’ (Wells Journal, 01.07.1854) when it is plain from the building
that the work was a conversion. In the same year, in the week before Christmas, Macready’s
friend, Charles Dickens, well-known for his dramatic readings of his own work, gave a seasonal
reading of The Christmas Carol (Hill, 1996, 43). By the date of the first edition 25” OS map,
published in 1887, the Institute had been re-named the ‘Macready Literary Institute’.
Pollock describes the Sherborne House gardens in Macready’s occupancy much as they are
shown on the 1887 OS map [Fig.28]:
‘A large old-fashioned walled garden, with turf and flower beds, passing into a kitchen garden
and orchard and then into a paddock. It was in this garden that Macready took much of
his outdoor exercise, and in which he most loved to meditate. The place was at once in the
country and in the town. The town was at hand, but unseen , and a few steps of walking led
into the fields’ (Pollock, 1875, 681).
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Fig 28. The first edn. 25” OS map, published in 1887. The division between the pleasure
gardens and kitchen garden has changed since the Percy map of 1834. The map also shows
the covered way between the house and the kitchen (demolished in c.1930). The old stable
block is labelled ‘Macready Literary Institution’. The red lines were added in connection with
archaeological investigation in 21st century.
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Macready left Sherborne House before the term of his lease. During his tenancy his first wife,
Catherine, died, as did four of his children. He left Sherborne in 1860. In 1861 Robert Willmott
took over Macready’s lease on the house. The landlord was George Digby Wingfield: the 2nd
Earl Digby had died in 1856.
The Willmotts
According to Hill, Robert Willmott, who was a successful silk manufacturer, installed a hot air
apparatus with pipes and boilers and a kitchen range with pipes supplying hot water to all parts
of the house, as well as gas pipes and fittings (Hill, 1996, 46).
At the time of the 1861 census Willmott and his wife were away from home. At the house
were a governess, six children under nine, two nursery maids, two housemaids, a ‘nurse
domestic’ and a cook and gardener (Hill, 1996, 46).
Military Men
Robert Willmott died in 1875. He was succeeded as tenant by a series of military men: first
Major Andrew Cathcart Bogle, who seems to have married Willmott’s widow. He died in 1890
and was followed by General Sir Julius Richard Glyn. At the 1901 census he was at home,
aged 76, with his 59 year old wife, five servants and ‘Lady Peacock’. Glyn’s widow stayed on at
Sherborne House until she died in 1910. The 2nd edition Ordnance Survey map of Sherborne,
was published in 1903 during her occupancy [Fig.29] and in 1904 Francis Frith photographed
the south front of the house, then covered in ivy [Fig.30] The photograph shows a flower bed
to the west of the front and clipped shrubs to the east. Three more military tenants followed:
Colonel Grant; Major D S Browne and Colonel C Kindersley Porcher.
From the late 1920s Colonel F J Wingfield Digby had been in discussion with the County Council
Education Committee about the possibility of the lease going to Lord Digby’s School.

13 - Lord Digby’s School 1931-1992
Lord Digby’s school had originated as an 18th century charity school for the instruction
of thirteen poor girls. The school grew and had been sited in several locations in the
town. In 1905 it became a secondary school. In 1907 a kindergarten was opened in the
Macready Institute and a boarding house was opened to boost pupil numbers. By 1920
the accommodation was deemed entirely inadequate. Major Digby agreed that Sherborne
House could be used and the County Education Committee was advised that ‘The House and
surroundings are admirably suited for school and should require very little adaptation’ (Hill,
1996, 55).
In 1930 the County Architect, H E Matthews, drew up plans for alterations [Fig.29]. These
identify how the rooms were to be used by the school. In retrospect, the alterations were
modest given the radical change from a house to an educational institution. The house had no
form of statutory protection at that date.
Adaptations designed by Matthews involved removing partitions in F02, which became the
assembly hall, and F03 and S04 (classrooms). Fire escapes were added. Some new windows
were introduced. Wood block floors were installed in G10 (domestic subjects) and G12
(science laboratory). Matthews’ plans (Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6) do not refer to
any other re-flooring but as narrow pine floorboards extend across the removed partitions in
rooms (F03 and F02) these rooms were clearly re-floored in c.1930. This seems likely to be the
date for the more extensive replacement of floorboards and the associated removal of most of
the hearthstones throughout the house. Original 1720s wide oak floorboards survive in room
G01.
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Fig.29. The second edn. 25” OS map, revised 1901, published 1903. The former stable block
had become a technical school.
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Fig.30. The front elevation of the house photographed by Francis Frith in 1904. Frith ref: 51342,
copyright the Francis Frith Collection, reproduced with permission.
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Fig.31. Plans of 1930 by the Dorset County architect, H E Matthews showing alterations for
conversion to school use. Dorset History Centre, S/87c/8/4/6. Copyright the Dorset County
Architects’ Department, which takes no responsibility for the accuracy of the plans.
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A covered passage across the front of G10, that had connected the kitchen to the dining room
(G01 via G04) was taken down. Internal stairs to the east cellar were taken down and the
rooms rear of G02 and G05. A pre-existing freestanding block south-west of the house (shown
on the 6” OS map surveyed in 1927, original function unknown) was converted to cloak rooms
with a covered way to it from G12. The school moved in in November 1931. The house was
held on a lease from Major Digby until 1937, when it was purchased by Dorset County Council.
Expanding numbers and structural changes to education put pressure on the buildings and
the grounds of Sherborne House, which were adapted for sports. A tennis court was built
in the Paddock. The rear garden became a practice ground for hockey [see Fig .6]. A new
science laboratory was built in a wing at right angles to the house on its north side in 1957: a
gymnasium was added to the rear [see Fig.6].
Sherborne House was first listed in 1950 (it has been upgraded to Grade 1 and the description
amended since) and became better-known for its architecture and decoration. The listing
generated a project to restore and clean the Thornhill murals: a ‘Mr Stewart’ removing the
varnish that had been added. The murals were further restored in 1960 and in 1962 John
Betjeman presented a television programme about Sherborne which featured the murals. In
1973, the brick boundary walls were listed Grade 2.

14 - 1992-2018
The school moved out of Sherborne House to new premises in 1992, Dorset County Council
retaining ownership. In 1995 the Sherborne House Trust was formed to restore the house and
develop the site as an arts/heritage centre. Rooms in the house were temporarily converted
to run exhibitions and a visual arts programme. In 1997 Kirsty Rodwell wrote the first version
of her analysis of the house. A field evaluation within the grounds was undertaken by AC
Archaeology. In the same year, approval was given, subject to conditions, to redevelop the site
with workshops, cafe, three flats and an outdoor exhibition area. The plans, to the designs of
Niall Phillips, Architects, Ltd., included the adjacent property, the former stable block, to the
west. New building and courtyards, including an outdoor sculpture park were to be sited on
the north side of the site, screened by the house. The funding for this scheme could not be
found.
In 2004 the house was a losing finalist in the BBC Restoration series. There was a further
archaeological field evaluation within the grounds in 2005. This, along with the 1997 work
was described in 2015 as having identified a number of archaeological features and deposits.
‘This included a sequence of intercutting medieval pits with an associated mortar surface at
the northern end of the gardens; indications of further contemporary deposits towards the
Coldharbour street frontage; post medieval and modern pits and linear features; and suspected
features across the remainder of the site related to the formal gardens that were once
associated with Sherborne House’.
In 2007 the condition of the house was deteriorating and Dorset County Council put it up for
sale. It was sold in 2008 to a developer, Redcliffe Homes. Rodwell updated her 1997 work
for the new owner in 2009. In 2011 permission was granted for a change of use of the first
and second floor of the house to B1 business use and change of use of the ground floor to
D1/B1 – non residential institution/business use (1/D/10/0011035). Related to the change of
use permission, planning permission was granted for 44 dwellings on the adjoining land on 21
March 2012 (1D/10/1037) (draft of planning history supplied to Keystone by Laura Ashworth).
In 2011-2012 Redcliffe Homes commissioned a programme of archaeological excavation from
Context One, as required in mitigation of their development proposals. An area at the north
end of the garden (subsequently overbuilt) was identified for full excavation: other areas were
trenched.
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As Context One stated in their final report (2015)
‘The programme of archaeological works revealed a deposit sequence largely coterminous
with the formal garden of Sherborne House, with horticultural and landscape features spanning
the post-medieval and modern periods. Evidence relating to the medieval period comprised a
stone surface and an adjacent wall possibly of this date. In addition, medieval roofing material
(including glazed ridge tiles) recovered across the site indicates the existence of a substantial
building(s) on or near the Site in the medieval and post medieval periods. Together with the
recovery of residual medieval pottery, this provides evidence for the presence of medieval
settlement activity along the Cold Harbour street frontage.
Most of the results confirmed the findings of the previous evaluation, which recorded
features thought to relate to the formal landscape gardens and grounds, the latter including a
substantial stone-built subterranaean structure probably used for storage. While some of these
features are present on a map of 1887, they demonstrate that previously the garden design
had been more elaborate.
With the exception of the medieval pottery and tile, the material recovered during the
archaeological programme of works is consistent with the range normally recovered from
urban contexts in the post medieval and modern periods. None of the finds was deemed to
reflect the high status consumption patterns that would be expected from Sherborne House’.
Judging from the photographs in the report and as noted above, the ‘stone-built subterranean
structure’ is likely to have been a c.1720s ice-house. This is presumed to have been lost in
the redevelopment. Appendix Two is a map of archaeological events close to the house and
a description of the trenching supplied by the Dorset County Council Historic Environment
Record. The HER acknowledge that their records of the site are currently imperfect (pers.
comm. Claire Pinder).
Historic England holds copies of specifications relating to the interior conservation of
Sherborne House dated 2009, 2011 and 2014 (pers.comm. Jemmy Chesher). Under an s106
agreement signed in 2013, Redcliffe Homes was required to carry out certain works to make
the building wind and water tight, and to restore the Thornhill Mural. Exterior conservation
works to the house were carried out in 2011-2012. The only interior conservation contract that
was let was, as required, for specialist conservation of the painted decoration on the stairhall.
This was undertaken by the International Fine Art Conservation Studios (IFACS) in 2012-2013,
after the roof over the stairhall had been repaired.
An addition to the rear (north) of the house was built to the designs of Niall Phillips, working
for Redcliffe Homes. Permission for this was given in 1997-8 but seems to have been built
somewhatl later. It was designed to provide a staircase and lift, sparing wear and tear to
the painted decoration of the 1720s stairhall. The addition remains internally unfinished.
Stripping during works revealed fabric in a void to south of the new addition. In 2012 Context
One examined this fabric. Their drawings and photographs of the stripped fabric have
been found. However, as noted in a report produced in 2014 by Purcell ‘The History and
Development of Sherborne House. Addendum’ (presumably for Redcliffe Homes), any written
work that accompanied the investigation has not been found. The discovery of timbers in
the stripped walling prompted a dendrochronology investigation by Martin Bridge, funded by
Historic England. Unfortunately the timbers did not have sufficient rings for dating. However,
as noted above, Bridge was able to successfully apply tree-ring dating to the moulded timbers
in the old parlour and the plainer timbers and one tie beam of the roof over the range.
In 2015 planning permission granted for a change of use from school to offices and retail
together with internal and external alterations and listed building consent was granted for the
change of use and works.
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The building was placed on the market by Redcliffe Homes at the beginning of 2018 and was
sold to the Sherborne House Trust 2018 in October 2018.
The interior of the house is in poor condition. Timber ceiling props date from the school era
[Fig.32]: there are some later acrow props (date of installation unknown, but presumed to
be post-1992). Central heating arrangements of cast iron radiators and pipework have been
unsympathetically installed, knocking through the 1720s box cornices in places.

Fig.32. Props shown in an undated school-era photograph.
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Appendix One
Phased Plans by Purcell, amended by Keystone re the ‘Tudor’ wall

Ground Floor
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First Floor
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Second floor
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Appendix Two
List Descriptions
SHERBORNE HOUSE, NEWLAND
Grade: I
List Entry Number: 1110694
Date first listed: 28 Nov 1950
Statutory Address: SHERBORNE HOUSE, NEWLAND
County: Dorset
District: West Dorset (District Authority)
Parish: Sherborne
National Grid Reference: ST 63909 16922
This list entry was subject to a Minor Amendment on 27/03/2019
ST 6316 1/179
689/1/179
NEWLAND (North side) Sherborne House
689/1/179 NEWLAND
(Formerly listed as Sherborne House (Lord Digby’s School for Girls), previously listed as
Sherborne House [formerly Lord Digby’s School for Girls]) 28.11.50. GV I House. Circa 1720;
by Benjamin Bastard, for Henry Seymour Portman. The staircase hall has mural paintings by
Sir James Thornhill. Late C16 rear north west wing. C20 extension. Rendered stone rubble and
brick with stone dressings. Slate roofs. Axial stacks.
PLAN: Rectangular principal 1720 block has central hall, flanked by parlours and with main
stairhall to the rear right with the servants’ stairs behind. The service rooms occupy the earlier
wing to the rear [NW], all that remains of the earlier house. EXTERIOR of main block: 3 storey
7 window south front, the pedimented centre breaks forward. Balustraded parapets, moulded
stone cornice, rusticated quoins and moulded stone window architraves with small keyblocks
and cills, the second floor with cambered heads; sash windows with thick glazing bars; central
1st floor window has pediment on enriched console brackets; central rusticated portico with
round arch with keyblock, flat Doric pilasters with triglyphs above and broken segmental
pediment; C20 glazed door. Moulded rainwater heads on east and west sides. The 3-bay east
elevation has similar windows, blind on left and with tall stair window over side entrance with
moulded stone architrave with cambered head with keyblock and panelled and glazed door.
The 2-bay west elevation, similarly fenestrated, blind ground floor right; brick rear wing set
back to left and lower 2-storey circa late C16 range projecting from NW corner, stone rubble,
partly rendered, steeply-pitched Welsh slate roof with gabled ends, large chimney at gable end
removed, at front some chamfered and ovolo-moulded 2-light stone mullion windows and at
west gable end a projecting brick ledge on stone brackets and at rear ovolo-moulded 2-light
and 3-light mullion-transom window. Rear [N] a large late C20 flat roof wing on left.
INTERIOR: Fine series of early C18 panelled rooms; the hall with giant fluted pilasters and a
triglyph frieze and with Victorian Jacobethan carved oak chimneypiece. Similar chimneypieces
in the other ground floor panelled rooms, but some of the rooms above have original
chimneypieces with their grates. The partition between the two rooms above the hall has
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been removed to form one large room. Early C18 closed-string back stairs with square newels,
moulded handrail and turned balusters. Open-well principal staircase with carved arabesques
and marquetry tread ends, three turned balusters per tread and ramped up to fluted column
newels a moulded handrail with a carved end. The stair well has fine Baroque paintings by Sir
James Thornhill, depicting the myth of Meleager, Atalanta and the hunt of the Calydonian boar,
Diana on the ceiling and grisaille painting lower down the walls. Purbeck marble stairhall floor.
Brick vaulted cellars. The late C16 rear wing has a panelled ceiling with moulded intersecting
beams with bosses at the intersections carved with roses and ribbon-work; a chamfered door
frame, its head removed and a recess in the very thick kitchen walls with a moulded stone
lintel and cill, said to be a blocked oven; the first floor room of wing has ceiling removed and
now open to circa early C18 tenoned-purlin tie-beam and collar truss roof, the collars halved
and lapped to the principal rafters. Roof of main block not inspected.
NOTE: William Charles Macready, the actor/ manager, lived here from 1851 to 1860, having
rented the house from Earl Digby. Charles Dickens stayed with Macready at Sherborne House
in 1854. Sherborne House is a very handsome early Georgian mansion containing important
murals by Sir James Thornhill.
SOURCES: [1] RCHM Dorset, west, vol.1, p.217 [56]. [2] Buildings of England, p.383 and 384. [3]
Hill, S.M., Sherborne House and its People [1996], a history.
Listing NGR: ST6390916925

31 NEWLAND, AND EAST RANGE
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1152586
Date first listed: 04 Oct 1973
Statutory Address: 31 AND EAST RANGE, NEWLAND, SHERBORNE, DT9 3JG
County: Dorset
District: West Dorset (District Authority)
Parish: Sherborne
National Grid Reference: ST 63863 16924
Details
This list entry was subject to a Minor Amendment on 27/03/2019
NEWLAND (north side) No 31, and east range
(Formerly listed as Digby Estate No 31. Sherborne Youth Club. East Part of Range, now in
ownership of Lord Digby’s School for Girls).
GV II The east part of this range was formerly included under map reference 179; it is still in the
grounds of Sherborne House and is separated from No 31 by a low wall of stone rubble.
No 31 in C19 Tudor Gothic style; formerly the meeting place of the Sherborne Literary Institute,
which was later known as the Macready Institute (see item 179). Stone front. Slate roof. Stone
mullioned windows. No 31 projects forward from west end of block. Two storeys. Hipped
gable end. Two-light windows above and below in gable end. Doorway with pointed head in
east return. East-west centre wing. One storey and attic. Central doorway with pointed head,
flanked to either side by a single-light window and to outer edges by two two-light windows.
East projection accessible from grounds of Sherborne House. Hipped gable end with stone
slates at eaves. Later gabled dormer. Stone quoins. Coved cornice. One large segmental headed
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doorway below. Long two storey and attic range to rear, seemingly of earlier C18 date, with
coved cornice and dormers. [See G.H.D Pitman].
No 31, and east range, Sherborne House, Front and rear garden walls of Sherborne House, No
41, The Manor House, 3 cottages next to The Manor House, 2 cottages adjoining, Nos 57 to 93
(odd) and north-east boundary wall to Newland Close form a group.
Listing NGR: ST6386316924
Sources
Books and journals
Pitman, G H D , Exploring Sherborne 63

FRONT GARDEN WALL TO SHERBORNE HOUSE, NEWLAND
Grade: 2
List Entry Number: 1324405
Date first listed: 04 Oct 1973
County: Dorset
District: West Dorset (District Authority)
Parish: Sherborne
National Grid Reference:ST 63906 16886
Details
This list entry was subject to a Minor Amendment on 27/03/2019
NEWLAND (north side) Front garden wall to Sherborne House
GV II C18 garden wall. Brick with stone plinth and coping; sixteen brick pilasters, five repaired
or partly repaired. Rusticated stone piers to gateways; pier at east end has wrought iron
overthrow with lamp bracket; gate pier at the west end at the time of survey broken down and
in need of repair. On east side the wall extends as far as No 41 (Manor House Cottage).
No 31 Newland and east range, Sherborne House, Front and rear garden walls of Sherborne
House, No 41, The Manor House, 3 cottages next to The Manor House, 2 cottages adjoining,
Nos 57 to 93 (odd) and north-east boundary wall to Newland Close form a group.
Listing NGR: ST6390616886

GARDEN WALLS TO REAR OF SHERBORNE HOUSE, NEWLAND
Grade: 2
List Entry Number: 1304693
Date first listed: 04 Oct 1973
Statutory Address:Sherborne House, Newland, Sherborne, DT9 3JG
County: Dorset
District: West Dorset (District Authority)
Parish: Sherborne
National Grid Reference: ST 63859 16991
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Details
This list entry was subject to a Minor Amendment on 27/03/2019
NEWLAND (north side) Garden walls to rear of Sherborne House
GV II C18. Walls of red brick divided into bays by red brick pilasters. Moulded stone capping.
Recent (1971) repairs to brick work at north east end.
No 31 Newland, and east range, Sherborne House, Front and rear garden walls of Sherborne
House, No 41, The Manor House, 3 cottages next to The Manor House, 2 cottages adjoining,
Nos 57 to 93 (odd) and north-east boundary wall to Newland Close form a group.
Listing NGR: ST6385916991
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Appendix Three
Excavation Archaeology

Extract from map showing archaeological events and interventions provided
by the Dorset Historic Environment Record. OS base map crown copyright, AL
license 100016500
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Numbers 5163, 5164 and 5168 refer to an archaeological evaluation by AC Archaeology in
advance of the erection of scaffolding around Sherborne House, during November 2005.
5 trenches round the house, 2m x1m were excavated. Buried topsoils C12 onwards were
found. The underlying natural subsoil comprised weathered inferior oolite and clay.
Trench 1 was positioned at the front of the house on the east side. Excavation ceased after the
removal of the upper gravel footpath as the compacted gravel beneath was deemed compact
enough to support the proposed scaffold tower.
Trench 5 was positioned at the back of the house in an area of rubble from re-roofing works.
Excavation revealed a series of loose rubble deposits which overlay a buried topsoil of
unknown date. Beneath the topsoil the solid geology (oolitic limestone) was located c. 1m
below the present ground surface.
5910 refers to the Martin Bridge dendrochronology report of 2014.
Copies of the 2013 and 2015 reports relating to various episodes of excavation at the north end
of the garden have been supplied to the client.
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Conditions and Limitations
This report has been prepared for use by the Sherborne House Trust 2018 and their
professional advisers and not to give assurance to any third party.
The purpose of this report is to give an opinion on the specific matter which was the subject of
the request and not to comment on the general condition of the buildings.
Parts of the structure which are covered, unexposed, or otherwise concealed and/or
inaccessible have not been inspected.
Acceptance of the report will be deemed to be acceptance of the terms of engagement and
limitations.
No copies, either whole or in part, may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by
any means, electronic or mechanical, or stored in retrieval systems, without prior written
authorisation of Keystone Historic Buildings Consultants unless they are for use by the
Sherborne House Trust 2018 and their professional advisers.

No liability for use by unauthorised persons shall be accepted.
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